
 

It has taken Melilssa many years to get on board
with the idea of boondocking in remote areas
without electric hookups. Now we both enjoy
the freedom and independence of camping
almost anywhere, but it didn't happen
overnight. Here is the story of how we got there.
Go to the article and video...
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Have you heard? The RV insdustry is booming.

While this is great news for the RV industry, we are noticing crowding in campgrounds and RV
parks. You may also have seen RV park rates going up as a result.

If you’re among the many RV owners looking for alternate ways and places to camp, then
you’re probably considering doing more dry camping or boondocking in 2018.

Dry camping is primarily how we use our RV these days, but it wasn’t always like that. We used
to primarily go to RV parks for the hookups and amenities. Not needing the hookups anymore,
we are quite comfortable wherever we can find a spot. 

Melissa and I thought many of you would be interested in hearing how we came to love
boondocking. So we sat down recently with the camera rolling to share our boondocking story
with you. It should provide some insight into our journey to become fully self-sufficient in our
RV. Spoiler alert: It wasn’t always fun. I hope you enjoy it.

Here's our story...

When we started, we also realized that there was a lot to learn. So here are some boondocking
tips and tricks that we’ve picked up along the way.

We are looking forward to a great year and we hope 2018 will be your best year yet.
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Cheers!

Brian & Melissa

 

THANK YOU for being an RVwithTito.com subscriber
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